Ten Tips For Gaining Commitments
(For the coming issues of The Don Hutson Report, be sure to check out
our special offers at the end of the newsletter. Most are complimentary.)

Too many people want to talk about closing the sale without discussing how to
earn the right to do so. It is my belief that any attempt to close a sale prior to
earning the right will be futile.
Here are Ten Tips that will help you get the business:
1. Quit using the word Closing, and use the term gaining commitments.
Closing sounds like you are ending something; aren’t you beginning
something when you get their commitment? Closing sounds like you
are going to do to something to somebody instead of collaborating with
them to develop a win-win experience for both of you!
2. Earning the right to gain a commitment is something we need to do
prior to ever asking for business. We do it by talking about our
customers and listening to all they say about their agenda, their
priorities, and their needs and wants and asking them what they value
most – all while taking detailed notes. You can talk about yourself and
your product or service later.
3. Once you understand what they value most (all documented in the
notes you took), you can begin building their mental image of the value

of your solution by discussing applications and actions that will help
them most.
4. Serve your prospects better by creating solutions for them while your
competitors are busy being “features yikkers”. The more tailored your
solution is for your prospect, the more differentiated you will be from
competitors.
5. Quit using the word Objection and use the term customer concerns.
The word objection is objectionable! It has a negative connotation.
Dealing with customer concerns is a softer, more palatable term for
everybody.
6. Be pleased when they share their concerns with you. I would much
rather have a prospect voice concerns than remain silent. The toughest
person to sell is the one who never says anything.
7. Try the A, E, I, O, U approach to dealing with concerns and you will
pave the way to a sale.
A = Attention - give them your full attention and listen well;
E = Empathy – put yourself in their shoes and fully understand
their challenges;
I = Investigate – Get to the meaning of their concern by asking
them to elaborate on the problematical issue;
O = Overcome – Your goal is to help them clear the hurdle to get
this done;
U = Update – Make sure that the concern is behind them and that
they are ready to proceed;
8. High pressure is not needed in today’s successful sales process. This
worn out tactic is like knocking on a turtle’s shell to get him to stick his
head out! Doesn’t work, so don’t do it. Develop solutions with your
client. Gain agreement as you go.
9. Use the casual commitment technique. After your needs-analysis,
present your creative solution, which, hopefully, they helped you
design, by asking the simple question, “Does that make sense?”
10. Say “I want to work on your timing, not mine. When do you need to
get a solution in place, now or later?” You’ll be amazed how often
they’ll choose to move on in now!

This client-friendly approach will net you more new business than years of
pushiness and highly assertive “closes”. Be nice, get more business, and you will
be amazed at the relational capital you amass!
Used thoughtfully and regularly, these ten tips
will serve you well in GAINING COMMITMENTS!
Have you thought about writing a book? Now just might be the
time! Seize the opportunity to learn the process now through my
“WRITE YOUR BOOK!” Program.
Click the button for more information…
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